
TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM FOR INTEGRATING THE WHOLE
 OF A COMPANY’S APPLICATIONS ECOSYSTEM.
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In-House vs Cloud
Integrating it all is the big challenge

EDICOM iPaaS
Integration Platform as a Service 

International companies generate and receive a vast volume of data from very diverse sources. This information, when 
properly analyzed, can be a significant edge for any organization.
That’s why it's essential to have integration tools capable of interconnecting and synchronizing all the information from the 
different management applications.

Process fragmentation Integration Platform as a Service

The coexistence of dedicated applications for each 
business area produces management environments 
with disperse and/or redundant key data.

This produces a fragmentation of the information that 
resides in the facilities and cloud endpoints.

Characteristics of an iPaaS project

Cloud-based app integration platforms make it 
possible to articulate a series of processes which 
enable multiple disperse applications to share and 
synchronize information with no human assistance and 
on a recurrent and automatic basis.

PREDEFINED CONNECTORSS

An iPaaS platform must by default include connectors to 
the main market apps across multiple categories like 
CRP, ERP, etc.

PROGRAM CONTROL

An iPaaS allows other service-mode apps to remotely 
control integrations with no need to implement a user 
interface.

HYBRID INTEGRATION MODELS

The integration software operates in the cloud and also 
enables functionalities to integrate the app processes 
run on-premise.

SCALABLE PROCESSES

An iPaaS project offers a programming environment 
where each user has a set of dedicated resources for their 
own integration processes, regardless of other active 
processes.

DATA VOLUME

An iPaaS platform must be in permanent evolution, 
incorporating new connectors that enable users to 
simplify integration processes.

WEB INTERFACE

As with other cloud apps, an iPaaS has a web interface 
that makes it possible to monitor and control integration 
processes.

www.edicomgroup.com



EDICOMiPaaS Solution

Integration as a Service
EDICOM is one of the world’s largest specialists in applica-
tion integration, pioneering the development of SaaS 
solutions able to connect with in-house or cloud systems 
and transform multiple data structures into any language.

That’s why EDICOM has multiple live projects across 
65-plus countries, developed for some of the largest 
companies in the world with complex information-mana-
gement ecosystems.

OUR CLOUD IS SECURE

EDICOM maintains strict control over the security of your 
data and the suitability of your processes, as vouchsafed 
by the certifications the company has earned.
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on-premise app accounting
financial
purchasing
etc

on-premise app WMS
production
R&D
etc.

LEGACY
Application

cloud app | marketing department

EDICOM assumes responsibility for the platform technology 
infrastructure, development, monitoring and maintenance.

IN THE CLOUD

REAL TIME

Integrations are implemented in real time, enabling 
instant monitoring and control of any process. 

FULL SCALABILITY

Very complex integration projects can be undertaken 
thanks to the flexibility and scalability afforded by an 
iPaaS platform in the cloud.

ISAE 3402

TIER DESIGN 

ISO 27001 

ISO 20000 

Smart app integration

With EDICOMiPaaS (integration Platform as a Service) you can network all your management solutions through powerful 
tools available exclusively in service mode.
EDICOMiPaaS combines data transformation and connectivity solutions to integrate all your IT infrastructure (accounting, 
invoicing, warehouse management, CRM, etc.), whether housed in-house or in the cloud. 

HIGH AVAILABILITY

We use a Service Level Agreement to guarantee
service availability and access to the platform. This
is an essential aspect when uninterrupted data transfer 
processes must be maintained.



EDICOM iPaaS Solution
Programming Environment

EDICOMiPaaS offers a development environment to 
program and parameterize your app integration projects. 
This environment features advanced programming 
solutions to simplify and automate all your processes.

Monitoring Environment

EDICOMiPaaS offers a powerful dashboard with 
multi-query indicators. This monitoring environment 
enables real-time control of all active integration processes.

Advanced project management

At EDICOM we don't just develop the most advanced app 
integration platform. We also take on the planning, develop-
ment, and implementation of your iPaaS project.  

CONNECTIVITY
TOOLS
Advanced tools for 
programming specific
connectors. An updated 
inventory of APIs is kept 
with the principal market 
applications.

MAPPING TOOL
Dedicated mapping and 
data transformation 
functionalities.

PROCESS AUTOMATION
Rule and script program-
ming tools to automate 
integration processes.

ITIL | Licensed Affiliate

PMI | Project Management Institute

QUALIFIED PROJECT MANAGERS
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Scope Definition
Requirements analysis.

Integration proposal.

Project phase definition.

Work team creation.

1

Programming & Configuration
App parameterization.

Connector programming.

Map design and validation rules.

Script programming.

Alert configuration.

3 Testing & Go live
Running tests.

Results verification.

Error correction.

Production step.
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Architecture Installation
HW architecture design.

Resource installation.

Permanent expansion and optimization.
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ALERT MANAGEMENT
Personalized alert
configuration and control
(key process supervision,
message transmission 
timing, volumes, etc.)
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**Solo para llamadas desde el país indicado

 

info_global@edicomgroup.com

Brasil

Argentina +54 (11) 5443 8050 
info_argentina@edicomgroup.com

+55 (11) 3154 5100 
info_brazil@edicomgroup.com

Colombia +57 (1) 795 3970 
info_colombia@edicomgroup.com

España +34 961 366 565
info_spain@edicomgroup.com

France +33 (0)1 53 76 37 50  
info_france@edicomgroup.com

Italia +39 02 0064 0402 
info_italy@edicomgroup.com

México +52 (55) 52 12 15 66 
info_mexico@edicomgroup.com

U.S.A.  +1 212 889 1909 
info_usa@edicomgroup.com

EDICOM GLOBAL

Deutschland +49 1801 000 111

België

Chile

Ecuador

Guatemala

Nederland

Morocco

Peru

Polska

Portugal

Russia

United Kingdom

Uruguay

+32 (0) 78 790 052

+56 2 2595 2823

+593 1800 000441

+502-23784851

+31 (0) 207086282

212520426058**

+51 17052264

+48 22 482 07 00

+351 211 201 573

+7 (495) 463 17 01

+44 (0) 871 277 0028

000 416 205 1339**

INTERNATIONAL PHONES

**Calling only from the country associated to the phone number

**Seulement pour les appels réalisés depuis le pays

**Solo per chiamate dal paese indicato

**Apenas para chamadas do país referenciado

Honduras 800 5041 0061**




